This season we take time to reflect on the many faces of beauty seen through the decades. Sometimes we search for a sense of comfort by looking to our beauty icons of the past, in order to create new trends for today’s styles. Women continually want to have choices when choosing their fashion styles, and not to be limited. This is why our Reflections collection consists of 4 looks... representing, reflecting and celebrating the different eras of time.

**Cleopatra**
This look mirrors a hint of the Egyptian era, and represents the strength and femininity of today’s modern women. The Cleopatra was created by keeping layers long, while giving a strong fringe to frame the eyes.

**THE FINISH**
Styled with Streamline for added protection and shine.

**Audrey**
Women often imagine experiencing a time in history when everything seemed so romantic. The Audrey brings new meaning to beauty and elegance. This look was created by using hair additions and accessories to achieve a classic, timeless finish.

**THE FINISH**
Styled with Fashion Form for all day lasting hold.

**Madonna**
Step into the 80s for some extra fun and freedom. The Madonna look was created to reflect that freedom. This textured style was achieved with long interior layers, then crimped and braided to give a slight dread look finish.

**THE FINISH**
Dried with Everlasting Emerald for a textured, bendable style.

**Jennifer**
A reflection of the trends of the late 90s brings us to one of our favorite beauty icons. The Jennifer style is a celebration of our shag. It is shaped by cutting textured layers and coloring a light golden blond tone. Lastly, the hair is styled with bobby pins to give a fun casual style.

**THE FINISH**
Dried with Sleek Elegance for a shiny, smooth finish.